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Ubuntu Mobile is quickly being adopted by mobile device manufacturers and provides Web browsing, e-mail, media, camera, VoIP, instant messaging, GPS, blogging, digital TV, games, contacts, dates/calendar, and simple software updates on every mobile device. As the first book on Ubuntu Mobile, this resource is authored by one of the top experts for Ubuntu Mobile who shows how to implement solutions for original equipment manufacturers and independent software vendors wishing to go to market using Ubuntu Mobile. The material also covers setting up Linux for mobile application development, the difference between developing on a mobile Internet device and a regular desktop environment, step-by-step tutorials, and much more.
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Management of Cleft Lip and Palate in the Developing WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book explores the complex issues surrounding the management of cleft lip and palate in the Developing World, and aims to raise the profile of a condition commonly considered to be of only cosmetic importance in countries where infant and child mortality rates are high. It provides information and guidelines to three groups: those in the...
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Foundations of Qt DevelopmentApress, 2007
As the standard for KDE desktop environment, Trolltech's Qt is a necessary basis for all programmers who want to develop cross-platform applications on Windows, Mac OS, Linux, and FreeBSD. A multitude of popular applications have been written in Qt including Adobe Photoshop Elements, Google Earth, Perforce Visual Client, and Skype....
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The Definitive Guide to SOA: BEA AquaLogic Service BusApress, 2007
The Definitive Guide to SOA: BEA AquaLogic Service Bus targets professional software developers and architects who know enterprise development, but are new to enterprise service buses (ESBs) and service-oriented architecture (SOA) development. This is the first book to cover a practical approach to SOA using the BEA AquaLogic Service Bus...
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Speaking about Science: A Manual for Creating Clear PresentationsCambridge University Press, 2006

	In an age when so much communication is tethered to

	technology, delivering messages face-to-face has paradoxically

	become even more vital to professional success. We all have ready

	access to more information than any of our ancestors did. At the

	click of a few keys, we can locate reams of facts on any topic under

	the sun. But...
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SVG Essentials (O'Reilly XML)O'Reilly, 2002
SVG Essentials introduces you to the Scalable Vector Graphics XML application. SVG, a recommendation from the World Wide Web Consortium, uses XML to describe graphics that are made up of lines, curves, and text. This rather dry definition does not do justice to the scope and power of SVG.

You can add SVG graphics to an Extensible...
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Frommer's New Orleans 2011 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2011

	New Orleans should come with a warning label. No,

	no, not about hurricanes. Forget that. That’s like

	solely identifying San Francisco and Los Angeles

	with earthquakes. No, this is about the city itself. See,

	there’s this group of residents whom locals call the “never

	lefts.” They are the people who...
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